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INTRODUCTION
The Internal Dosimetry User Group (IDUG) was conceived 
following the British Nuclear Medicine Society (BNMS) 
Spring congress of May 2011 and officially founded during 
its first independent meeting in September 2011. It is an 
independent, non- profit group of medical professionals 
comprising medical physicists, clinical and healthcare 
scientists, technologists and physicians, and is open to 
anyone working in the National Health Service or related 
industries. Currently, IDUG comprises more than 100 
specialists from over 50 different healthcare centres across 
the UK.

The vision of IDUG is to optimise and advance molecular 
radiotherapy (MRT) for the benefit of patients using person-
alised treatments and dosimetry. . IDUG was initiated to 
act as a forum for discussion of the latest developments in 
internal dosimetry and for individual members to promote 
and provide advice for the rapidly evolving discipline of 
molecular radiotherapy, aligning to the requirements of 

personalised, safe and effective treatment. To date IDUG 
and its members have:

• Advocated for the need for personalised dosimetry;1

• Hosted regular scientific meetings on MRT dosimetry 
alongside The British Institute of Radiology (BIR);

• Provided training in MRT and dosimetry techniques in 
collaboration with The British Nuclear Medicine Society 
(BNMS);

• Established practical guidelines for MRT dosimetry2;
• Established methods for standardisation in dosimetry 

practice for MRT across centres in the UK3;
• Reviewed the development and evaluated current 

dosimetry practice across the UK;4

• Carried out and regularly published the only serial survey 
of MRT activity;4–6

• Raised the need for funding to be available for clinical 
trials incorporating dosimetry.7
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ABSTRACT

The Internal Dosimetry User Group (IDUG) is an independent, non- profit group of medical professionals dedicated to 
the promotion of dosimetry in molecular radiotherapy ( www. IDUG. org. uk). The Ionising Radiation (Medical Exposure) 
Regulations 2017, IR(ME)R, stipulate a requirement for optimisation and verification of molecular radiotherapy treat-
ments, ensuring doses to non- target organs are as low as reasonably practicable. For many molecular radiotherapy 
treatments currently undertaken within the UK, this requirement is not being fully met. The growth of this field is such 
that we risk digressing further from IR(ME)R compliance potentially delivering suboptimal therapies that are not in the 
best interest of our patients. For this purpose, IDUG proposes ten points of action to aid in the successful implementa-
tion of this legislation. We urge stakeholders to support these proposals and ensure national provision is sufficient to 
meet the criteria necessary for compliance, and for the future advancement of molecular radiotherapy within the UK.
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EXISTING GUIDANCE AND LEGISLATION FOR 
MOLECULAR RADIOTHERAPY
In December 2013, the European Union (EU) 8Council Direc-
tive 2013/59/Euratom8 laying down basic safety standards for 
protection against the dangers arising from exposure to ionising 
radiation. The directive integrated several previous directives 
on occupational, public and medical exposures and radiation 
protection. The system of radiation protection is based on the 
principles of justification, optimisation and dose limitation.

Aspects of the directive relating to medical radiation exposures 
were transposed into UK national legislation in the Ionising 
Radiation (Medical Exposure) regulations 2017, IR(ME)R.9 
Pertinent to MRT, section 12 of the regulations state that:

“In relation to all radiotherapeutic exposures the practitioner must 
ensure that exposures of target volumes are individually planned 
and their delivery appropriately verified taking into account that 
doses to non- target volumes and tissues must be as low as reason-
ably practicable and consistent with the intended radiotherapeutic 
purpose of the exposure.”

With specific definition of radiotherapeutic given in section 2:

“radiotherapeutic” means pertaining to radiotherapy, including 
nuclear medicine for therapeutic purposes;

The role of a medical physics expert (MPE) is also defined in 
section 14, which states that the employer must ensure that 
a suitable medical physics expert is appointed and involved in 
relation to every type of exposure to which the regulations apply. 
The medical physics expert must be closely involved in all non- 
standard radiotherapeutic practices and involved as appropriate 
for standardised therapeutic nuclear medicine practices.

The MPE should be available to give consultation on optimi-
sation and give advice on dosimetry and quality assurance 
matters pertaining to radiation protection, as well as the phys-
ical measurement and evaluation of doses delivered. The medical 
physics expert must also contribute to:

• Optimisation of the radiation protection of patients and other 
individuals subject to exposures

• The training of practitioners and other staff in relevant aspects 
of radiation protection;

• The provision of advice to an employer relating to compliance 
with IR(ME)R.

Guidance to provide a practical approach to implementing 
IR(ME)R across a range of radiotherapy services, including MRT, 
was published by the Radiotherapy Board in a Joint Report with 
representatives from The Institute of Physics and Engineering 
in Medicine, The Society of College of Radiographers and The 
Royal College of Radiologists.10 Guidance for clinicians in the 
UK performing molecular radiotherapy is giving in a report from 
the Intercollegiate Standing Committee on Nuclear medicine.11

Both guidance documents recognise that MRT administrations 
are often prescribed as a fixed or weight- adjusted activity (1011) 

Theragnostic imaging is highlighted as a means to identify suit-
ability of a treatment prior to MRT delivery and in some cases 
can be used to optimise the planned administered activity for 
therapy. In the absence of randomised clinical trial evidence, 
activities are prescribed according to published experience 
supported by clinical judgement and specialist expertise within 
the MDT. Other methods of dose prescription, for example, to a 
desired whole- body radiation absorbed dose are also suggested. 
The need for prospective clinical trials to establish whether 
dosimetry- based individual treatment planning improves 
outcomes is recognised.11

The Radiotherapy Board noted the challenges of dose verifica-
tion, which often requires accurate quantitative imaging and 
modelling of the activity distribution over time. These have been 
used as arguments against performing dosimetry.12,13 However, 
counter arguments, demonstrating the technical advances, 
feasibility and evidence for dose–response relationships are 
available.14–17

The Administration of Radioactive Substances Advisory 
Committee (ARSAC)18 gives more specific guidance on when 
individual absorbed dose assessments are required. Current 
recommendations are that in cancer treatments, the absorbed 
dose to the tumour and non- target volumes and tissues following 
each administration should be measured and recorded. For 
benign conditions or where direct measurements are impossible, 
absorbed doses should still be estimated and recorded. Applica-
tions for ARSAC Practitioner licenses for therapy administrations 
are expected to specify what dosimetry will be performed on an 
individual basis for therapies and note that it is the employers 
responsibility to ensure that appropriate resources are available.

The European Association of Nuclear Medicine (EANM) recently 
produced a position statement on article 56 of the Council Direc-
tive 2013/59/Euratom pertaining to nuclear medicine therapy.19 
The position statement aimed to provide guidance on how to 
interpret the statements within the directive and provide defini-
tion for standardised and non- standardised treatments. In their 
article, it was suggested that standardised therapies were those 
using approved products (by EMA or by CE marking) being 
administered according to the package inserts or relevant guide-
lines. Non- standardised therapies were defined as those in devel-
opment or approved radiopharmaceuticals being used off- label. 
The UK Radiotherapy Board suggested that standard and non- 
standard nuclear medicine therapies should be defined locally 
depending on the local expertise and caseload10 . The availability 
and proximity of the MPE should also bear a direct relation to 
the radiation risk involved with the treatment.

The EANM defined three levels for optimisation and verifica-
tion of nuclear medicine therapy: (i) activity- based prescription 
and cohort- averaged dosimetry; (ii) activity- based prescrip-
tion and patient- specific dosimetry; and (iii) absorbed dose- 
based patient- specific prescription. A classification of therapies 
was then provided with recommendations for when dosimetry 
was optional, advisable or not feasible. Despite contradiction 
to the optimisation principle set out in the directive, EANM 
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recommendations were that dosimetry was not necessary for 
registered radiotherapeutic procedures and generally only 
required when being used off- label.19

THE POSITION OF IDUG
IDUG strongly supports the European directive 2013/59 and 
IR(ME)R legislation as they pertain to MRT. We regard this legis-
lation as an opportunity to progress the field and ensure stan-
dardisation and optimisation of therapy for the benefit of our 
patients. We strongly support the recommendations of ARSAC 
and Guidance from the Radiotherapy Board to comply with 
IR(ME)R. We support the EANM view that any non- licenced 
therapeutic radiopharmaceutical should only be administered 
with careful post- therapeutic verification. However, we feel that 
practice in the UK for other therapies should not be limited to 
the lower tier of optimisation and verification defined by the 
EANM. The IR(ME)R regulations make no exceptions for opti-
misation or verification requirements for licenced therapies. 
There are a number of radiopharmaceuticals currently on the 
market with insufficient dosimetry and long- term toxicity data. 
There is a severe lack of dose escalation studies across the breadth 
of MRT treatments, even in established therapies. Licencing of a 
therapeutic radiopharmaceutical does not imply optimisation, 
certainly not on a patient- specific level.

It is clear that prescription optimisation will still necessitate 
following vendor posology or clinical judgement, specialist 
expertise and experience within the MDT. However, these 
activity prescriptions should still be made with a knowledge of 
the range of absorbed doses that could potentially be delivered to 
the individual. Treatment delivery within this “expected range” 
must still be verified and recorded.

Following administration of MRT, the sites of uptake of the 
radiopharmaceutical should be demonstrated on an appropriate 
scan. IDUG recommends that as a minimum, a single quantita-
tive image is required to confirm targeted delivery of the agent. 
With the exception of SIRT therapies, serial imaging and/or 
probe measurements are strongly encouraged to permit dosim-
etry of tumours and organs- at- risk (OAR). Provision should be 
in place to perform serial scanning with appropriate dosimetry 
in case of abnormal or unexpected uptake (such as extravasa-
tion20 or kidney obstruction).

When only a single image is acquired, absorbed doses should 
still be estimated and reported using population data of effective 
half- life. For this “patient cohort–averaged dosimetry data”, the 
uncertainty in the absorbed dose estimate should be considered 
and there should be sufficient data available to make an informed 
decision on the efficacy of delivering the treatment.

We are privileged within the UK to have a strong and dedicated 
workforce with a passion and desire to develop this field. The 
national training scheme21 for medical physicists is well versed 
in delivering the skill set and resources needed to support these 
therapies. We should be embracing this legislation by gathering 
the data necessary to further advance the field of molecular 
radiotherapy. We recognise that calculation of treatment doses 

requires specialist resourcing. This includes equipment such as 
radiation detectors, dedicated dosimetry software and sufficient 
imaging capability. Appropriate staffing levels across centres 
are required with sufficient training to undertake the necessary 
scanning and dosimetric measurements and perform the dosim-
etry calculations. The need to balance standardisation with the 
variation in resources across centres will be challenging, but not 
impossible. Methods to progress molecular radiotherapy were 
made by the National Cancer Research Institute,7 and many 
of the proposed strategies could be implemented to help aid 
national provision. A topical report by IPEM reported results 
from a survey of molecular radiotherapy provision and provided 
essential guidance on setting up a dosimetry service.22

To support its members and the wider community, IDUG has 
identified ten points for action to aid in the successful implemen-
tation of this legislation. Its aim is to promote inclusion of dosim-
etry, quantitative imaging and physics expertise in all MRTs, so 
that the UK can build an infrastructure of excellence in cancer 
treatment.

IDUG will work to:

• Report on the status and requirements for resourcing and 
infrastructure for dosimetry and support national societies to 
obtain the resourcing required to sustain a clinical dosimetry 
service.

• Continue to provide guidance on methodologies for dosimetry 
including best practise and pragmatic approaches to reduce 
resource burden associated with dosimetry.

• Provide training in aspects of therapy and dosimetry for all 
relevant disciplines.

• Compile and disseminate dosimetric data for common and 
emerging therapies so that exposure to target volumes can be 
planned accordingly.

• Support national incentives such as the peptide receptor 
radionuclide therapy PRRT registry and National Radiotherapy 
database.

• Work alongside other stakeholder organisations to further 
define the role of the MPE and provide advice and training 
of MPE’s and clinical scientists in fulfilling the role set out in 
IR(ME)R.

• Support investigations into the impact of dosimetry based 
treatments on health economics.

• Engage with commissioners to ensure that commissioning 
guidelines for MRT fully take into account the requirements of 
IR(ME)R legislation.

• Engage with funding bodies to solicit support for the 
prospective clinical trials necessary to gather the evidence on 
which optimised treatments should be based.

• Continue to foster research that eventually leads to treatment 
planning according to a personalised dosimetry.

FUTURE DIRECTION
In our biennial surveys, we have observed an 80% increase in 
the number of patients treated with molecular radiotherapy over 
the last 10 years across the UK. A review article in the Lancet 
in March 202023 predicted revenue growth in the international 
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radiotherapeutic field to exceed $5 billion over the next 5 years. 
The number of new radiopharmaceuticals being trialled and 
introduced into the UK are at an unprecedented high. Pressure 
from industry and commissioners will inevitably seek to deliver 
these therapies with a minimum of resourcing or burden to the 
NHS. However, we have a duty of care to our patients and the 
wider population to ensure that these therapies are compliant 
with IR(ME)R as we deem appropriate.

The commissioning of Lu-177 DOTATATE therapy was granted 
based on evidence provided by a single commercial led clin-
ical trial.24 Although dosimetry was performed in a minimum 
number of patients for safety reasons, no attempt was made to 
optimise treatments using dosimetry. At present, guidelines 
for this therapy are based on the methodology of fixed activity 
administration used in this trial,25 despite well- defined proce-
dures and guidelines for performing quantitative imaging and 
dosimetry of Lu-177.26 Whilst a few studies have sought to 
implement dosimetry led therapies,27 there is still a question of 
absorbed or biological dose limits to organs at risk. Current data 
are mainly based on external beam radiotherapy and are only 
now being investigated in MRT.17

The registration of Lu-177 PSMA by the FDA and EMA 
following the VISION trial (https:// clinicaltrials. gov/ ct2/ show/ 
NCT03511664) is greatly anticipated. This trial was conducted 
without dosimetry or quantitative or even qualitative assessment 
of the radiotherapeutic uptake. Patients were treated with up to 
six administrations of Lu-177 PSMA, in a treatment regimen 
spanning 6 months. Yet, no post- therapy verification imaging 
was required by the trial protocol, and so there were no checks 
during this radiotherapeutic treatment that the radiation expo-
sure was delivered as intended. Drug licenses must necessarily 
reflect the methodology of the preceding clinical trials, and so 
the instructions for use of Lu-177 PSMA will likely not recom-
mend any form of post- therapy verification imaging, in complete 
contradiction to the aforementioned legislation. The introduc-
tion of this therapy in the UK following such a methodology 
will undoubtedly contravene IR(ME)R. We rigorously oppose 
allowing this approach to MRT to become the standard within 
the UK and the divide between drug and radiotherapy prescrip-
tion must be bridged.

It should be applauded that dosimetry is now the recommended 
administration regimen for two major selective internal radiation 
therapy products, despite Y-90 being one of the most challenging 
isotopes to image.28,29 Action is required by all stakeholders to 
ensure that all our patients, across all our therapies, are treated 
following the ethical and legal obligations we as a nuclear medi-
cine community need to embrace.

CONCLUSIONS
We would strongly insist that commissioning bodies take into 
account the requirements of the EU directive and IR(ME)R 
legislation when evaluating MRT treatments for use in the NHS. 
We recognise that for many patients, a burdensome dosimetry 
schedule may be inappropriate. Yet, the decision to exclude veri-
fication and optimisation must not be made based on perceived 

cost and ease of implementation. Strategies for treatment must 
be multidisciplinary and based on what is best for the indi-
vidual, in this the decision must be informed, justified and fully 
transparent.
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